Yasamin Rezaei

Congratulations to Yasamin for being accepted to the 2021-2023 HASTAC Scholars Program. The HASTAC Scholars Program consists of international graduate and undergraduate students who work across the fields of technology, the arts, the humanities, and the sciences broadly defined.

Eukene Franco Landa

Congratulations to Eukene who will be presenting at the Workshop on Basque Linguistics held at the Deusto University (Bilbao, Basque Country, Spain) on December 17th. This presentation is in honor of her late father, Jon Franco, who was also a linguist, and former organizer of this workshop. Eukene will be participating in a volume dedicated to him. The title of her presentation is, "The falling of the ergative marking in young Basque speakers: first steps of the study." (The picture provided is Eukene and her father).

This is the workshop’s website: https://sites.google.com/deusto.es/basquelinguistics-en
Congratulations to Ruming on the acceptance of her paper titled, "From Indentured Labor to Emancipation: Imagining Chinese Masculinity in Cuba and Peru," as part of the panel “The Asian imagination in Hispanic literature” in the Track “Asia and LAC Intellectual Encounters” for the LASA/Asia 2022 virtual Congress taking place February 15–19, 2022.